Your Guide to BSI Knowledge

The new home for standards and what it means for your business
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BSI Knowledge is the new home for standards

Standards are at the heart of better business, enabling everything across an organization from improved performance, to products and processes. Their use affects all aspects of our modern economy, helping us be more productive, more efficient, more competitive and more sustainable.

For everyone to enjoy the wide-ranging benefits of standards, it’s essential that they are easy to access, always up to date and available at the touch of a button.

That’s why we’ve introduced BSI Knowledge, a platform that combines standards discovery through BSI’s comprehensive catalogue, with guides and articles to help all types of organizations work with standards in a truly effective way.

What is BSI Knowledge?

As the new home for standards, BSI Knowledge gives you access to BSI’s catalogue of standards: the resources you need to improve your products, processes and the performance of your people.

Accessible anywhere, any time and from any device, get complete control over the standards your organization uses and make it even easier to use and manage standards every day.
The benefits of everything in one place

1 Purchase, access and manage your standards
Buy, view and organize your standards all on one platform for a more efficient standards experience that’s convenient and customizable.

2 Best practice, standards and insights together
BSI Knowledge is more than just standards; it’s a comprehensive online resource of British (BS), European (EN) and international (ISO) Standards as well as selected standards from other standards bodies such as IEC, ASME and ASTM. It also includes a catalogue of ever-growing expert insights, tools and knowledge to support a best practice culture.

3 Searchable and easy to access anywhere
The enhanced search function makes it easy and intuitive to browse and source standards, industry information and supporting articles to solve business challenges.

4 Accurate and up to date
BSI continually publishes new standards and updates existing standards with consolidated amendments, making it straightforward for our customers to work with the latest versions.

5 Putting control in your hands
Resource managers, librarians or whoever is your account administrator can easily manage purchases, team access, updates and use on one platform, preventing multiple purchases of the same standard and ensuring everyone’s on the same page.

6 Set for the future
BSI Knowledge is a continually developing and flexible platform, giving you additional functionality and features that enhance your standards journey all the way from discovery to adoption.
BSI Knowledge: What does a subscription include?

A subscription on BSI Knowledge ensures you get the best out of the platform. Easily solve business challenges that crop up, with any time, any place access to thousands of standards, resources, guides and more – supported by your own dedicated BSI account manager.

The intuitive search functionality of BSI Knowledge makes it easy to source relevant content and find, add and manage multiple standards. This saves valuable time and simplifies standard use and implementation.

Features and benefits

Access BSI Knowledge anywhere
Whether you’re on a PC or mobile device, you can browse, buy and view standards, create lists and favourites to manage the standards you use most and download PDF standards to your device.

Industry knowledge in your hands
In just one click or tap, you can search over 71,000 BS and EN standards, plus more than 15,000 ASTM and ISO standards, as well as articles, guides and resources.

Intuitive search function and bibliographic data
Searching part of a standard number or term will return the results you’re looking for in an easy-to-read format, while all data is cross-referenced and directs you to more useful resources.

Built just for you
BSI Knowledge has been built around you; based upon user research and feedback we deliver a package that is tailored to your needs and flexible enough to grow with your organization.

Dedicated help and support
As soon as your subscription starts, you’ll have a dedicated BSI account manager on hand to onboard you and help you get the most out of BSI Knowledge.

Added functionality
A subscription on BSI Knowledge gives you flexibility, visibility, and control over the standards and insights your organization uses, including cross-team email alerts for tracking standards.

Annual subscription for easy budgeting
Immediately access all your standards with an annual subscription. BSI Knowledge has a range of subscription options to best suit your needs, your budget and the way that you work.
How to use BSI Knowledge

A subscription on BSI Knowledge gives you and your teams 24/7 access to multiple standards and best practice resources - anywhere, on any device.

All subscriptions are tailored to your business requirements and the way you use standards, whether you need a custom collection of 10 standards or a multi-module subscription to access circa 100,000 standards in the BSI catalogue.

**Modules**

BSI Knowledge categorizes standards and resources into 54 modules including (but not limited to) environment & waste, manufacturing engineering, IT software & networking, domestic equipment and appliances, metallurgy, agriculture and many more.

This makes it easier to find the relevant information and standards you need and helps structure the platform.

**Available subscriptions**

**Modular subscription**
Access to a large number of documents within a content set based on ICS codes. Customers can select relevant modules for their business needs, providing access to hundreds or thousands of standards.

**Custom collections**
Bespoke collections of standards are tailored to customers needs with packages available from as little as 10 standards all the way up to unlimited access.
**What our customers say**

**BSI Knowledge** is the new home for standards and a unique resource for best practice, guidance and knowledge. As an upgrade of BSOL (British Standards Online) – BSI’s previous standards catalogue and management service – BSI Knowledge adds more information and functionality but retains BSI’s comprehensive standards catalogue and outstanding customer support, giving you the tools you need to improve products, processes and the performance of your people.

**Enabling better business**

A continually developing platform, BSI Knowledge provides organizations with a diverse range of expert advice and insights that can help you meet your daily business challenges.

And, with a range of additional supporting solutions and services, BSI Knowledge will help you grow your business on a foundation of best practice.

**BSI customer testimonials**

“"A venture into new territory is best supported when delivering a commitment based on reliable access to respected standards.”

“"We’re spread around in two or three key operational centres, so (previously) we’d have to physically visit the catalogue. Online it’s much easier.”

“"It’s just one minute to find it, download it, and it’s there on your desktop... Our engineers can be at a factory in the middle of nowhere and quickly download the latest British Standard.”

“"We have made a significant saving, because before it was practically a full time job to update standards manually... It’s useful and easy to use.”

“"I also find it very useful to be able to find superseded and referenced documents... Some of our internal standards haven’t been updated since the nineties, and otherwise it would be a struggle to bring them up to date.”

**Enabling everything with standards**

Find out more about **BSI Knowledge**, the new home for standards and best practice insights.